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Current Challenges

Before establishing new brand recommendations for Worden Martin, we first have to outline existing challenges to 

determine objectives. A group rebrand is not something that should be taken lightly, real research and thought has to be

done before any decisions can be made. Initial challenges to overcome are the following:

• Fragmented brand across dealers
• Dated logos and artwork
• Lack of clear brand message to the customer
• Lack of clear brand benefits to the customer

Existing Brand Elements



Objectives

After careful analysis of current challenges to the Worden Martin brand, we have established a set of specific objectives to

define how we will move foward in evolving the Worden Martin brand. Our primary objectives are as follows:

• Communicate to customers the value and benefits of the Worden Martin Automotive Group
- Highlight the long history of Worden Martin
- Establish a clear and simple brand message

• Deliver a consistent experience to customers across all stores
- Create brand materials for each store showroom
- Maintain a consistent pricing message across group

• Update Worden Martin brand with a cleaner, more modern look
- Move to a singular naming convention to align brand
- Move to a consistent graphic convention across media





Group Logo

The first step in meeting our newly defined objectives is an overhaul of the current Worden Martin logo. We have kept the same Worden

Martin wordmark to keep a sense of familiarity with the existing brand. 

We have, however, added a new art element that ties in the WM initials directly. The WM has been stacked inside

the circular design to represent the image of a shift pattern. This allows the logo to communicate ‘automotive’

without having to actually say anything. The artwork can be used with or without the wordmark and still properly

represent the brand. 

Establishing the WM as a new representation of the brand brings Worden Martin up to date while still keeping a

connection to the long history that is established with the name.

The color scheme has been left the same for the most part, with the only change being a slight softening of the blue. The new blue

offsets the bold red color. The colors will keep the logo recognizable to familiar customers even though there have been other changes.

Along with the visual additions and changes we also have added a new line of copy. Adding ‘Automotive Group’ helps reinforce what

Worden Martin is as a company. While the addition of “since 1949” is a small detail, it will convey the brand’s recognition of past history

in the area.
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Store Naming & Logos

To maintain consistency of the brand throughout all stores we are recommending a new naming convention. Each store will

be named simply: Worden Martin Manufacturer or WM Manufacturer.

This new naming convention will create a sense of unity across the entire brand and all stores. Any potential customer will

immediately recognize a store as part of the Worden Martin Automotive Group. Each store will now carry the value and benefits

of the brand with just their store name.



   

  

A U T O M A R K E T

The used car store of Worden Martin is currently named “CarMart.” Part of establishing this brand update will be conveying a

sense of value and trust. Although it’s only small, changing CarMart to AutoMarket will reinforce the ideals behind the brand.

The impression that this is a typical used car lot is now gone and the store becomes part of the larger brand. WM AutoMarket,

like the other stores, will inherit the same values and benefits of being under the Worden Martin umbrella.

WM AutoMarket



In exploring Worden Martin, Moore & Scarry found two words that best described the brand: community and automotive.

By sponsoring local schools and charitable organizations, Worden Martin has been a pillar of Champaign and the surrounding

East Central region. Each day, employees provide the vehicles for the local community, helping families achieve and live their

dreams.

In developing a new tagline, Moore & Scarry wanted a message that would encompass Worden Martin driving their community

and their customers forward. Hence, “We Move You Forward.”

It was obvious that one trait had guided the brand since 1949 and that’s what the focus of the Worden Martin brand should be.  

Forward in life, forward in dreams, forward in adventure. No matter where you are going, Worden Martin will be here to help you

get wherever you need to go.

Tagline

We Move You Forward



Stationary



Business Cards



License Frame



Group Website

A major part of updating the brand image of Worden 

Martin will be a refresh of the existing group website, and

subsequent store websites.

In 2015, a clean, simple-to-use website is not a luxury, but

a requirement to serve customers. With over 80% of car

shoppers starting their experience online, it is vital the

Worden Martin group website not only be user friendly, but

also properly represent the brand and its values.

The website design shown is built on a generic framework

that should be usable on most dealer website platforms.

It is designed to properly facilitate the core functions of a

group website. Guiding customers to find the ideal car for

them, or to one of the individual Worden Martin stores to

begin their search.



About Us Page

The cornerstone of the Worden Martin Automotive

Group brand is the company’s long history. Every piece

of branding material must reflect this in some way.

When seeing these materials customers are naturally

going to want to learn more, not only about the history

of Worden Martin Automotive, but also the values it

stands for and the shopping experience it promises to

deliver.

To help educate customers, and provide more 

information on the new brand message, an in-depth

“about us” page will be placed on the group and store

websites. The page will explain all major aspects of

the Worden Martin brand message, as well as some

information on the company’s history.



Preferred Pricing

Along with unifying the brand’s appearance, it’s also 

important to add a sense of unity to the shopping 

experience itself. Customers looking to purchase a 

vehicle from any of the WM stores should know they

are going to get the same value and benefits no matter

which of the stores they go to.

Without changing any of the actual vehicle prices we

can still give shoppers a sense of trust and assurance

by establishing a customer facing price guarantee. 

Preferred Pricing will provide a sense of trust for the

customer, reaffirming a low, upfront price on every 

vehicle sold in the WM Automotive Group.



WM Promise

While most brand materials will convey the values of the

Worden Martin brand, it is still necessary to outline to 

actual specifics of what the brand will deliver to 

customers. To do this we are creating the “Worden Martin

Promise.” This will be used across all stores to outline in

detail what customers can expect from Worden Martin

stores.

The Worden Martin Promise contains the following 

guarantees for sales and service customers:

• You’re a Welcome Guest 

• Cash Value for Your Trade

• Vehicle Selection

• Financing Options that Fit your needs

• Genuine Service and Parts



Showrooms

In addition to website changes, we’re also recommending that physical store showrooms carry the new branding. This will

again create a sense of unity throughout all the stores. Customers walking into any Worden Martin showroom should be met

with the same feel so they can expect a consistent shopping experience. 

While each showroom obviously needs to maintain it’s manufacturer requirements, adding materials such as posters, banners

and table-toppers will reinforce the Worden Martin brand in that particular store. These materials are designed to reflect the

brand, specifically highlight the company's long-standing history and presence in the community.



Showroom Materials

All showroom and point of sale material has

been designed to reflect the new brand

image. These materials will highlight the

companies long standing history in the 

community while still reaffirming the new

message of Worden Martin Automotive

Group.

The colors and fonts will remain consistent

throughout all stores and should not be 

adjusted to fit with a specific manufacturer.

This is to set the Worden Martin brand apart,

to assure customers no matter which 

particular manufacturer they’re looking at,

these stores remain part of the larger 

Worden Martin Automotive Group.

Banner

Poster



Table-Topper



Along with the showroom materials, employee uniforms will solidify the brand to customers. Having all employees wear 

clothing that is branded with the WM Automotive Group logo and tagline will add a personal feel to the brand. This will be a

part of showing customers the value and benefits of the brand isn’t just on the surface, but is something required of each 

individual employee they meet during their shopping experience.

Employee Shirts



Conclusion

The outlined recommendations and changes are a great first step in rebranding Worden Martin. However maintaining the

brand and continuing to deliver its message to customers will be ongoing. All stores must be fully committed to the new 

direction of Worden Martin Automotive Group, and providing a consistent customer experience.

Once the new brand direction has been agreed upon, Moore & Scarry will work with all stores involved to execute the new 

requirements in the most effective and efficient way possible.

A set of brand guidelines will be created and provided to all stores and 3rd party vendors to direct any materials going forward.

This guideline will specify everything from approved colors and fonts to each store’s personality for social networks. Again it

is vital that stores and vendors adhere to these guidelines. Implementing an effective brand message means committing to

it no matter how big or small something may be. From the posters hanging in a store front, all the way down to the color used

in the footer of an eblast, it all needs to match the Worden Martin brand.

Based on years of automotive research and studying the success of other automotive groups throughout the country; Moore

& Scarry Advertising is confident the proposed brand strategy will achieve all the goals necessary to set Worden Martin 

Automotive Group apart from its competition; increasing the group's presence in the local area to set all stores as the only

place for a customer to go when looking for the best sales experience from an established and trustworthy automotive group.


